BEN   TRAVERS
He would shine at anything. He became a writer of
humorous novels, which, in due course, were put upon
the stage and The Dippers and Rookery Nook ushered in
a whole series of triumphant farces that have set the
country 'on a roar'. When war broke out, Travers
promptly joined the Air Force, in which he bore himself
with conspicuous coolness and gallantry, attaining the
rank of Flight Lieutenant.
Lane chose his readers with great care, but he often
defied their opinion and the event nearly always proved
him right.    I do not think he accepted any work for
publication—if he  did  they were very few—until he
had read a good deal of it, or at all events dipped into it
himself.    His knowledge of literature was neither wide
nor deep, but he had an extraordinary 'nose', as they say,
for a telling piece of work.     Sir John Squire sums him
up pretty accurately when  he says,   'He was  not the
Utopian publisher who loses money he hasn't got on
books that nobody wants; and he was not even a man
of pronounced literary tastes,  though an antiquary, a
connoisseur, a raconteur^ and one who displayed an infinite
curiosity about human  character.'     It was indeed his
knowledge of men and women, his knowledge of life,
combined with a sure sense, an innate instinct for every-
thing that was beautiful  in  its kind—all  this,  rather
than his knowledge of literature, that won him so many
successes.    Not only did he read their books, or—when
his eyes began to give him trouble—have them read to
him, and  make  suggestions  upon   them, but he took
a fatherly  interest  in   his authors themselves.    Here,
for example,  is  a characteristic   letter.    It  is  written
to   Mr.  Osbert Burdett,   whose   brilliant monograph,
The Beardsley Period, was then about to be sent to the
printers:
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